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Start from Flixton Marsh Lane leading to Decoy Farm. There is space for three of four cars.
Or start from the Dukes Head, Somerleyton. This has a a large car park by agreement with the pub.
Rail access from Somerlyton station is possible too.
Head west along Flixton Marsh Lane.
At Warren Anne cottage, turn right along Waddling Lane and continue west all the way to Waveney Grange Farm.
Ignore a lane to the left and continue along the smaller Waddling Lane.
Pass the memorial placed in memory of the US airmen who lost their lives when their plane crashed in world war 2.
The Angles' Way merges from the left. Continue west.
After a wood and reed beds on both sides, at the Y junction, turn left and head west past Wadding Wood.
At Waveney Grange farm, turn left into Station Road and continue until the station car park comes into view.
Turn right heading away from the station into a wooded lane heading roughly north.
After 200 metres, avoid the main track when it bends right.
Instead, turn left (NW) and soon head through a gap into the boatyard.
If you miss the turning, you'll still arrive at the pub by a marginally less interesting route.
In the boatyard head north, then NE.
After the wooden gate, kink left and right into a lane with garages and houses. Head east.
Turn left and pass the Duke's Head public house (refreshments and a possible alternative starting point).
Head north from the pub and after the first house, turn right onto the footpath.
Follow the field perimeter heading roughly east.
At the field corner, ignore the path north and continue east for 20 metres.
Turn right and follow another field perimeter, south, until the path emerges onto a tarmac road.
Cross the road and enter the lane opposite.
Head SE and soon east. Leave the vehicular track and follow the path east with a brick wall to your left.
The path merges with the main road.
Cross over and head east along the wide verge with the brick wall still to your left.
Optionally visit the church using the lane to the left.
100 metres after the church, cross the road and head over a fairly well hidden stile.
Follow the field perimeter south. The path joins a larger farm track still heading south.
This track bends right (SW) and left again headfing south where it rejoins Waddling Lane.
Turn left and head SE with reed beds on both sides.
The track enters a small wood. Turn right off the track onto a smaller path signed as the Angles' Way. Head SE.
This footpath has been much improved recently involving the Broads Authority whose insignia can be seen.
After 500 metres, the path kinks right and left over a watercourse.
There is a short section of board walk over the wetland.
The path crosses a sandy lane and continues east, soon bending SE again with wet woodlands on the right.
At a thatched cottage, turn left into Flixton Marsh Lane and head NE.
Back at Warren Anne cottage, turn right and retrace your steps abck to the start.
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